The goal of this ongoing biomimetic project is to build increasingly complex models of the bivalve burrowing locomotion to investigate a) correlations in morphology, motion pattern and environment b) the evolution of bivalve functional morphology.
Project Goals
The goal of this ongoing biomimetic project is to build increasingly complex models of the bivalve burrowing locomotion to investigate a) correlations in morphology, motion pattern and environment b) the evolution of bivalve functional morphology.
Biological Background
Burrowing bivalves use a two-anchor mechanism to dig themselves into sandy underwater sediment. The bivalve functional morphology for burrowing essentially consists of the overall shell shape, the shell surface structure (sculpture) and the shape of the foot.
Possible Applications
-Locomotion through granular media -Autonomous underwater burrowing robots -Automatic anchoring of ships and platforms (see also [3] ) -Application as tool in other fields, e.g. palaeontology: identify mode of life of fossil bivalves, compare the rich fossil record of bivalves with results from artificial evolution. We also plan to perform evolutionary experiments with both setups. This includes (a) reconstruction of the bivalve morphological evolution, (b) tackling palaeontological questions and evolving "optimal" burrowing morphologies and motion patterns.
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Models of Bivalve Morphology
Bivalve shell shapes are generated using a mathematical model [2] based on only a few parameters. It produces an overall shape and a surface structure. Different shapes generated by this model are realized using a 3D printer. 
Embodied Artificial Intelligence
In embodied AI, the body morphology of an organism is seen as crucial to producing behaviour. With a synthetic ("understanding by building") method, behaviour is reproduced in real robots; in this project the burrowing behaviour of bivalves. Using the setup built in this project, it is also possible to pursue other interesting ideas in AI and robotics: a) apply the synthetic methodology to other diciplines such as palaeontology b) evolutionary robotics, i.e. artificial evolution performed with real robots as opposed to simulated software agents. This is essential in cases where simulation is difficult, such as in granular materials c) co-evolution of morphology and controller, instead of only evolving the controller for a fixed robot.
Preliminary Results
Proof of concept experiments show that the setup can be used to mimic bivalve burrowing. Systematic experiments with a full statistical analysis have not yet been done. The CAD parts shown in the images (excluding the shells) were created by Alexander Gilgen, Katja Dietrich (Fig. 4) and Christoph Philipp (Fig. 5) 
